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Executive summary

Harnessing payment optimizations to uplift revenue streams for businesses
Stripe's latest payments integration, the Stripe Payment Element, is driving a significant revenue boost for businesses. With over
100 checkout optimizations like pre-built UIs, dynamic payment methods, one-click checkout, and localized experiences, Stripe's
technology is bolstering conversion rates and enhancing customer transactions.

Commitment to power omni-channel commerce
Stripe is placing big bets on creating a unified omni-channel experience. With the launch of Stripe Terminal and Stripe
Reader S700, it empowers businesses to process payments and manage operations across various channels. By bridging the
gap between physical and digital commerce, Stripe is revolutionizing the way businesses interact with their customers,
thereby enhancing customer experiences and driving growth.

A dual focus on startups and small businesses as well as global enterprises 
Stripe strategically caters to both ends of the business spectrum - startups and SMEs as well as large enterprises. It equips smaller
businesses with scalable solutions for growth and operations, while providing larger corporations with robust, secure tools for
optimizing payment processes and managing global transactions, thus meeting diverse needs of its clients.

Forging a symbiotic relationship with Generative AI
Stripe leverages generative AI in a twofold approach. It supports AI platforms by streamlining payment collection from their users, while simultaneously
integrating AI capabilities into its own offerings like Stripe Docs and Stripe Sigma.

Constructing a seamless two-sided ecosystem with a platform of platform strategy
Stripe is shaping an integrated platform-of-platforms model, collaborating with licensed financial institutions while offering curated business apps via the
Stripe App Marketplace. This approach facilitates smooth interactions between demand-side customers (platforms, marketplaces, etc.) and supply-side
partners (Financial institutions, Back-office tools, etc.), thus creating a network effect to cater to a vast ecosystem's needs.
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Increasing the GDP of the internet Business overview

Stripe's appreciation for the millions of businesses trusting its services is deep-rooted. Despite a slowdown in growth, with businesses on Stripe processing $817 billion in 2022 (up 26% YoY),
confidence in the long-term prospects of the internet economy remains. Over 100 companies process more than $1 billion in payments annually via Stripe, many seeing exponential growth. New
businesses joining Stripe increased by 19% in 2022, with 55% based outside the US, indicating Stripe's growing global footprint.

Achieving a massive scale Growing with clients

Driving growth and expansion Managing complexity and reliability

Payment 
Volume 
Processed
(26% growth 
from 2021)

$817 
Billion

People in the 
world transacted 
with a business 
powered by Stripe

1 in 10

Countries in 
which Stripe 
now supports 
businesses

>50+

Where Stripe Atlas, 
a service for 
incorporating a 
company in the US 
(Delaware), is 
available

>140+ 
Countries

Proportion of 
firms from 2022 
Forbes Cloud 100
that Stripe 
powers

70%
that joined Stripe 
in 2022 were 
based outside of 
the US

>55% 
Businesses

Growth in new 
businesses 
coming to 
Stripe 

19%
Ventures 
launched on 
Stripe every 
day

1000+

Companies 
handle more 
than $1 billion in 
payments with 
Stripe every year

100+ 
Category 
Leaders

In number of 
companies who 
handle more than $1 
billion payments, 
every year since 2018

50%+ 
Growth

Of the 100+ 
category leaders, 
over 50% have 
grown their 
revenue 10x while 
on Stripe

10X
Growth

Of these 100+ 
category leaders, 
over 25% have 
grown their 
revenue 100x while 
on Stripe

100X
Growth

Lines of 
code

>50 
Million

The reliability of 
API consistently 
exceeds

>99.999%

API reliability 
during the peak 
week of Black 
Friday and Cyber 
Monday

>99.9999%
On Stripe partner 
ecosystem who are 
Stripe-vetted

>1800+ 
Partners

Source: Stripe Annual letter 2022
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Market Headwinds & 
Negative Sentiments

Expansion & 
Market DominanceGrowth & DiversificationThe Origin & Emergence

Evolution

Relentless focus on users (i.e. 
developers) to crack tough 
industry problems

Effective solutions can drive 
word-of-mouth virality, even in 
non-social industries

Blitzscale and improve reliability 
simultaneously 

Use strategic partnerships to 
build brand and broaden 
the reach

Diversify to meet evolving 
demands and unlock new 
revenue streams

Being upfront and owning up 
builds trust during tough times

Adapting to the changing 
landscape - Stripe's business pivot 
to hardware devices in the 
physical economy

2010-2012 2013-2016 2017-2021 2022-2023*

Patrick Collison and John Collison

Key lessons from the payment pioneer's journey

* Till May 2023

Go global through smart 
investments and acquisitions 
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Components of the economic infrastructure stack Product portfolio

Digital Payments 
Infrastructure

Stripe Payments

Stripe Connect

Stripe Terminal

Tap to Pay

Banking-as-a-Service 
Infrastructure

Stripe Issuing

Stripe Capital

Stripe Corporate 
Card

Stripe Treasury

Digital Commerce 
Infrastructure

Stripe Checkout

Stripe Radar

Stripe Elements

Payment Links

Stripe Identity

Digital Operations 
Infrastructure

Stripe Partner 
Ecosystem

Stripe App 
Marketplace

Stripe Atlas

Stripe Billing

Stripe Tax

Revenue 
Recognition

Data and Analytics 
Infrastructure

Financial 
Connections

Stripe Sigma

Data Pipeline

Crypto 
Infrastructure

Bitcoin Acceptance

Crypto Payouts

Embeddable fiat-to-
crypto onramp

Stripe-hosted fiat-to-
crypto onramp

Economic infrastructure for the internet

Stripe Reader S700

Indicative and non-exhaustive

Stripe Charge Card
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Founders’ voice
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@whitesight_www.whitesight.net

WhiteSight is a FinTech research firm with a design-oriented and data 
intensive approach to research. WhiteSight brings unique and actionable 
intelligence to drive strategic growth and innovation agenda for its clients.

This report has been authored by WhiteSight. 

To access the underlying data with further 

coverage and references, please reach out to us at 

hello@whitesight.net

@whitesight

This is a report preview. Purchase the report to access the full version.
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